
LadyBot $LADY

Lady Tokenomics 

“Let LadyBot give you financial freedom!”

“Make a bad trade? We got your Back”

Coinsurance powered by LadyBot

4% Buys (2% project, 2% LP)

5% Sells (3% project, 2% LP)

5% Transfer Tax

3% goes to the projects funding

2% goes to the LP farm

2,000,000 total supply

NO TEAM TOKENS

Max wallet 80k 

Max TX - 20000 LADY (1%)

Max Tx will be lowered in the

future!

https://t.me/coinsuranceladybot1

https://t.me/ladybotttrades

https://t.me/fusetrending 

Founder - TG - @LadyDev

Tech Programmer - TG - @iclickclick

Project Email - ladybot_sniper@gmail.com 
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Goals

Overview

Launch LadyBot on FUSE successfully
Run LadyBot utilities and get a profitable Rev Share out to holders.

Merge NSUR into LADY
Create a recovery fund for previous holders and holders of abandoned, farmed and/or

scam tokens.
Create and implement project launch support

Cross chain to ETH and BSC to bring more eyes and awareness to FUSE
Release dev wallet scanner bot

Release our Game
Expand our road map

                                   Please check out the full roadmap below!

LadyBot is the mother of all bots. While there are 12 bots in the lady ecosystem, our main
utility is our smart machine learning sniper bot with the ability to trade on CEX’s. Our bot can
learn off of 10,000 tokens data, with multiple different functions such as DCA, Chad Mode,
Blind Ape, Swing Trading, and Conservative. Our smart sniper is trained to follow patterns
and can swing trade tokens based on the data pulled from the chart and investors. When

Lady sells, it does so at a trailing profit or stop loss. 
NSUR, the Lady Insurance Plan is to help our holders enter projects and ape with ease. As 

long as they hold our token they are eligible for a recovery. All recoveries are based upon the 
amount of lady held vs the amount of the bad project. NSUR is on a mission to bring safety 

and integrity to all holders and the eco as a whole. This includes all rugged, honeypot, and/or 
farmed projects on Fuse, BSC and ETH. We also offer several services to new devs such as 
launch support where we assist in the successful launch of new projects from start to finish! 
We investigate newly launched and existing launches for farming dev/team activities that are

unethical to holders and investors.



Challenges

Crypto is a unique piece of technology, which can be used in negative ways causing loss to
holders, investors, and traders. Our focus is to help prevent as much of that as possible while
giving back to holders 50% of the LadyBot profits! Our utilities are designed to help combat

the negative effects of the ecosystem growth while promoting the positives. The nature of our
work at many times is demonized and hated due to profit being lost from farmers, scammers
and such. We wear that target as a badge of honor and will not falter in our mission, granted
we don't have the same support as other tokens from the leadership division; our impact is

nonetheless just as effective for our holders and the ecosystem.



 $LADY Routes

5. Recovery Fund Tracker

6. MC bot 

12. Lady TransBot for FUSE✅

8. LadyBot goes LIVE✅

9. NSUR merge to Lady

10. Asset Backing on FUSE

Our roadmap fits with the $LADY mission and will always work to keep investors safe.

13. Top 10 for FUSE✅

11. LP farming on FUSE✅

1. Recovery Fund

2. Launch Support

3. Market Tracker

4. Lady Status Reports

7. LadyBot token goes LIVE✅



14. FUSE Trending✅

20. Dev Wallet Scanner

22. Rewards Dashboard

23. Shill2Earn Prize Claiming Bot

24. Lady Mev Bot

25. Lady Arbitrage Bot

26. Lady Easy Sniper

27. Lady Token Lockers

28. P2E game

16. Lady Tip bot✅

17. Dev Rating System & Bot 

18. Launch FuseTown with shill2earn

PS - NSUR utilities will be renamed to fit the $LADY brand and rebuilt for FUSE, ETH
and BSC

29. LadySwap Bot✅

21. Rev-Share Bot✅

15. Lady Activity Bot✅

19. CA analyzer for FUSE, ETH and BSC✅



Uses for Each of Lady’s Bots
All of lady's bots have been built with internal wallets for the security

of each user!

ALL BOT USAGE THAT REQUIRES A PAYMENT SUCH AS THE SNIPERS, CEX

TRADER, SWAP BOT, and THE EASY SNIPER ARE FREE TO USE AS LONG AS YOU

HOLD A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF LADY AND 0.01 LADY LP TOKENS.  

Lady Smart Sniper - CEX trader 

Machine learns 10000 sets to teach the initial model.
Has multiple different modes DCA, Chad Mode, Blind Ape, Swing Trade and 
Conservative.
Follows patterns and can swing trade tokens based on the data from the chart and 
investors
Sells at trailing profit or stop loss.
FEE is 2% per Transaction.

LadyTransBot - @ladytransbot on telegram

BuyBot
4 chains Eth, BSC, FUSE & Polygon
Jeet Bot easily disabled for each chat per the team.
4 competition modes Biggest Buy, Last Buy, Random Ticket Raffle & Duck Race.
Incoming updates to include when LP is added & removed, adding telegram links for 
$LADY to the bottom, and a spot for paid advertising.
FREE to use however each project funds the competitions for automatic payouts with in 
the internal wallet. 
FUSE Trending is 150 LADY for 3 hours.

LadyTipBot - @LadyTipBot on telegram

Tip any wallet on 3 chains BSC, ETH & Fuse 
Each user will deposit into the internal wallet enough for the airdrop & gas fee.
Each transaction does have a 2% fee which is only used for the development & LP of 
$LADY.
FEE is 2% per transaction.

LadyActivityBot - @LadyActivityBot on telegram

Can be used only on Fuse projects telegram
Built in internal wallet for easy prize distribution
Has a one time fee of 500 lady
This bot traces the activity of members in the group and can be used for an activity 
competition to reward the most active member.

Lady Smart Sniper - @LadyApeBot, LadySignalsBot, & @LadyPairsBot on telegram

All bots live in the LIVE testing and trade group for Lady! @LadyBotTrades on telegram
3 bots working together as one. 
Lady scans 10k tokens and machine learns each one of them for the data she needs to 
work. 
The signals bot shows newly launched tokens with a basic audit to follow the token to see 
if its a good token to ape and continue to follow along with. 



The Lady Pairs bot shows the tokens lady has deemed good and will begin to follow 
along to watch their buy/sell volume to ensure the project is significant enough to earn.
The Lady APE bot sends the chat tokens Lady buys into. 
The ape scale we use has multiple checks in place to determine if the token is apeable
enough for Lady, such as honeypot checks, dev transactions, blacklist or mint functions 
and many others.
Once Lady buys into a token it is monitored closely for massive sell offs, she will 
determine whether to continue to hold, possibly DCA or completely sell out the token. 
FEE is 2% per transaction.

LadySwapBot - @LadySwapBot on telegram

Made for investors to use instead of pcs, uniswap, voltage or quick swap! 
Investors can dm the bot and follow the prompts on the screen.
An internal wallet is created for each individual person. 
The pk is sent to that individual alone and is only seen by that person. We URGE 
investors to never give out the private keys or seed phrases to any wallets whatsoever! 
The swap is currently running on 5 chains at the moment and there will be a more chains 
in the next updates! 
FEE is 2% per transaction.

LadyStakingBot - @LadyStakingBot on telegram

The lady staking bot is how LadyDev and Click send out revshare payments to holders! 
It works on a 7 days period, with the amount you hold vs the changes made during the 
week 
It is automatically calculated within the bot and sent out directly to holders when revshare 
hits $1000.
All revshare is sent out in FUSE tokens! 
Projects can LEASE out our staking bots, please DM @LadyDev for more information
One time fee of 200 LADY plus 2% per airdrop.

LadyLPFarmBot - @LadyLpFarmBot on telegram

The LP farm works the same as the revshare staking bot however we have changed our 
lp farm to list in the coineus.app DApp and holders of $LADY LP can now stake there 
tokens for rewards! 
2% tax from the Lady Volume is added to the LP farm on a regular basis! 
The rewards can be very lucrative as Lady begins and continues to grow!
Projects can LEASE out our staking bots please DM @LadyDev for more information
 One time fee of 200 LADY plus 2% per airdrop.

Ladys Top 10 Fuse Bot - @Ladytop10FuseBot on telegram 

The top 10 bot was built to show investors the top 10 projects on the fuse ecosystem and 
as it changes the top 10 will as well. The next update will provide the top 20 and a few 
other functions.
FREE to use for any FUSE project.

Foo/Lady Generator - @Foo_Generator_Bot on telegram

Create buy and sell volume with the Foo Generator! 
An admin can set the requirements to buy and sell on a timer
The fee to use the bot is 5 FOO tokens as well as the gas. 
Once you have added the fee to use the bot you will be able to send your token plus your 
token pair to the internal bot wallet and watch it create volume within your token. 



INCOMING UTILITIES!

Lady Mev Bot 

Lady Arbitrage Bot

https://t.me/coinsuranceladybot1

https://t.me/ladybotttrades

https://t.me/fusetrending 

Founder - TG - @LadyDev

Tech Programmer - TG - @iclickclick

Project Email - ladybot_sniper@gmail.com 
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